
 

“I would 

recommend S&B; 

they make my life 

easier! It’s as simple 

as that!” 

Formerly known as Goodyear Engineered Products, Veyance 

Technologies consists of 34 facilities worldwide. As an exclusive 

producer and marketer of Goodyear Rubber Products, consumers 

associate Veyance Technologies with the uncompromising 

Goodyear standards they have known since 1898.  

Headquartered in Fairlawn, Ohio, Veyance Technologies produces 

Goodyear branded conveyer belts, hydraulics, hose, rubber track, 

and heavy-duty vehicle belts, air springs and tensioners. Veyance 

is backed by a world-class distributor network, which enables 

them to efficiently serve a wide array of industries. From 

government and consumer to mining and wood processing, 

Veyance Technologies strives to help every one of their 

customers accelerate business.  

In 2005, Veyance, then Goodyear Engineered Products, expanded 

their plant in Lincoln, Nebraska.  According to John Leach, 

Engineering Manager, in order to reduce the pollutants that the 

new equipment would emit, Veyance turned to Stelter & Brinck 

because “S&B are experts; they have significant experience with 

thermal oxidizers”. Leach went on to say that S&B was “very easy 

to work with” and they “knew the right questions to ask to build 

the final product we wanted.” He exclaims, “Stelter & Brinck has 

excellent workmanship and execution! All of S&B’s departments 

are very friendly, knowledgeable, and helpful!” 

When asked about the quality of S&B’s equipment, Leach 

declared that it “is terrific”. He says the Lincoln plant has “relied 

on S&B’s equipment every day since installation” and “I get what I 

expect time after time from S&B’s equipment.” Leach explains 

that, “since installation, S&B’s oxidizer has continually destroyed 

99.9% of VOC emissions.” Leach goes on to say, “the overall 

result of S&B’s equipment has been tremendous; since 

installation, our entire plant has reduced pollutants by 70%!” In 

fact, “with the help of S&B’s thermal oxidizer”, Leach states, “we 

won an Environmental Leadership award due to our reduction of 

harmful emissions!”  

 

Stelter & Brinck’s Thermal Oxidizer, 

built for Veyance Technologies 

-John Leach, Engineering Manger 
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